
” MINDFULNESS-MEAL” WORKSHOP 

For all those who got tired from the "diet world", accurate techniques, counting 

calories, magic, miracles, tips, "tools", fast changing's ways, wrights/wrong attitude 

and so on, and for all those who are willing to let go of their control, effort, abstention 

because they realize that you can't do it for ever and mostly for all those who agree to 

see the "relationship with food and eating" not as "exact science" but as something 

"different" - you all welcome to this exceptional workshop that will teach you and 

lead you to different kind of management's ways with your relationship with food and 

eating and it's numerous aspects. 

Emotional eating and mindfulness eating are both terms which relate to the non-diet 

approach that asking why just 3 % of the people who try to lose weight, also succeed 

to stay thin for more then10 years. Emotional eating is a psychological, cultural, 

religious phenomenon which manly common in the western world which lead so 

many people to develop relationship with food and eating as a disappointment from 

their relationship with human beings. 

Background – what are we doing with what not tasty? How often we comfort 

ourselves with something sweet in our mouth, and in our heart? What is the meaning 

for garbage can in our life? How and whom we choose in life and in food and what is 

the different between missing something in food and missing someone in life? – The 

mindfulness meal's workshop offers us a unique alternative in coping the issues 

regarding the weight, and its role in life. Around tables and near the "buffet table" we 

will learn, step by step, about the relationship between taste /nutrition and 

feeling/nourishment. The aim of this workshop is to arouse all kind of questions about 

choosing, regretting, communicating, dealing with all kind of issue which lead in the 

end to acting-out our painful self through emotional eating. During the workshop we 

will experience how a specific emotional, sensation, feeling, energy, thought, memory 

and so on threaten our different aspects of our self (so we can feel our self as fragile, 

weak) which lead us to use the food and eating for strength again our self and make it 

once again more harmonic, holistic and integrative one. 

The workshop – the meeting will start in a short introduction about emotional eating, 

and emotional hunger. Then we will "work" with the food itself. We will try to "work 

through" it: we will research together theme like choosing, control, spirituality and 

more, understanding how those themes appear in the relationship with food and eating 

and to compare it to how this theme appears in other kind of relationship. The 

participants slowly will realize what, how and when shape their attitude to food and 

eating. Sometimes we will stop the eating, ask ourselves how much we are hungry, 

how do know it for sure, for what we are hungry for, what did we miss (in our meal, 

and elsewhere). This process can last between 1-2 hours, depending the depth of the 



process). On the third part we will discuss together our insights, exploring new 

possibilities handling issues concerning food and eating. 

 

I truly believe that emotional eating can be an important moment for the family which 

can lead to deep change and transformation in the relationship at home.  

I will share some tools and strategies that we can use (children and adults as well): 

1) Empathy – the meaning of this word is to see the situation from the child 

perspective (walking in his shoos). That will help the parents to understand 

in a more deep level why the child react the way he does and find more 

compassion and tolerance towards him which could lead to a huge change 

as the child feel that we saw him from “inside” and mirror him his needs.  

2) “Emotional time out” – when you see your child see sure whether he wants 

to eat or not, or even thinking to take a second dish, you can suggest him to 

wait and for a two minutes take “emotional time out”. During this time, he 

can write on a paper the emotional, feeling, sensations, thoughts and 

memories that come to his mind and after that can choose again whether to 

eat or not.   

3) Emotional hunger – you can ask your child (if he is open for that):” for what 

you are really hungry for?” and after he answer repeat the question for 2-3 

minuets. Maybe after 10 times, one of the answers would be deeper and 

could open very sincere conversion between all the family’s members.  

4) Emotional management – you can help your child to see the sequence 

between events (that could accrue in that day), the emotional and feeling 

that arrive later on and the reaction through emotional eating. Some children 

can use this understanding and awareness to make changes in the eating 

habits. 


